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COCiNANDO
BY TONYSABOURNIN

CBS DISCOS IS LIKE THE PROVERBIAL 800-POUND GORILLA: It sits

where it wants to. It does what it wants to. Or so demonstrate recent facts. In

inexact chronological order: 14 out of 17 Lo Nuestro /Billboard Awards, plus a

reasonable share of Aplausos 92s; a drastic and pervasive reshuffling of

managerial corps with the addition of well-known promotion personality

Sammy Vargas—to work the New York area under the supervision of Joe

Senkiewicz; the transfer of Diana ("La Bella Flaca") Alvarez back to her sunny
Miami hometown as deputy to A&R VP Angel Carrasco; and the quiet eleva-

tion of Frank Welzer to the title of president—the first such position for a major

label's latin division head.

Add to this scheme of things our exclusive report of Jose Luis ("El Puma")
Rodriguez's return to the label with a loud bang, highlighted by the immediate
cessation of the Mercury Latino's distribution of his briskly selling Mariachi

Vargas de Teclalitlan production; and CBS' speedy sales emission in a 30-day

production turnaround (something never before seen in this market); and the

initial stage of a three-record deal that will be worth to "El Puma," after all the

dollars and cents are accounted for, well above the million dollar mark.

Imagine then the widely furious pace of activities in the offices of the Zamora
brothers, well known to everyone for their energetic manners—A1 roaming

restlessly until he's conquered, with irrepresible insistence, intransigent PDs;

George coaxing sales units from the stingiest distributors and gulping inter-

minable cups of Pilon which, somehow, haven't turned him black yet.

Their behavior is small wonder in view of the label's list of summer and fall

releases: Danny Rivera's recent release, which features a Rudy Perez version

of Michael Bolton's "How Am I Supposed to Live Without You"; Yolandita

Monge, produced by Pablo Manavello, he who found Ricardo Montaner's
mystery touch; Lourdes Robles, reigned by young-lions production team
Edito Martinez and Rudy Perez; a new Braulio, rife with the typical high-

quality expectations from "El Canario del Amor"; as well as a new release by
reliable seller Vicente Fernandez.

On the tropical front, there are auspicious auguries for Gilberto Santarrosa's

and Willie Colon's CBS debbi (that's plural for debut), and for current in-

studio productions by the swinging Colombians, Grupo Niche, and Miami
icon Hansel. From its distributing affiliate RMM, CBS Discos also hopes to

count such productions as Tito Puente's 100th album, to be released in tandem
with niece Millie P.'s debut. Also finishing studio work are bilingual trend-set-

ter Tito Nieves and prometedor merenguero Jose Octavio.

In the Tejano market, CBS Discos' new agreement with Manny Guerra and
his RP label will bring new offerings by Carlos Miranda, Oscar G., La Diferen-

cia and Shelly Lares to go along with Cara releases by David Marez and Jimmy
Edwards.
Other Very Special Projects are: a Spanish-language greatest hits compilation

by Gloria Estefan and Miami Sound Machine, featuring a re-production of a

1976 number, "Renacer"; Tiempos Modemos, the new album by merengue
demigod Johnny Ventura, featuring a duet with another top CBS female voice,

Sophy ("the best Ventura in a long, long time," according to Welzer); the onda

crossover hopeful Adalberto (recently reviewed in this space); the album
tribute to veteran cantaora Lola Flores, highlighted by duets with "El Puma"
and Mr. Church himself, Julio Iglesias; and daughter Lolita's Amanecer, her

first under her recent label contract.

Ironically, this torrent of releases seems to have had a calming effect

throughout CBS Discos management. Frank Welzer, for one, downplays any
related significance or hidden agenda behind his new position. He called it just

an accolade for everyone within the label for a job well done.

"More important for us is the fact that we've had the best sales quarter in the

history of CBS Discos in relation to the relatively few products the label put out

this spring," said Welzer.

Welzer admitted that Colon's new album was indeed released under the

newly created CBS Discos Tropical label, but refused to confirm this as an initial

step to a label trifurcation, where the creation of additional labels for pop and
Mexican products would give CBS Discos a wider and more focused penetra-

tion in those markets.

He did confess, however, to a greater emphasis in the penetration of

mainstream accounts to augment on the base sales of the Spanish-language

products distribution system. Sales VP George Zamora confirmed that more
Anglo wholesalers are purchasing greater quantities of CBS Discos products

as a direct result of the label's participation in NARM.
Another viably successful sales path for the label has been its cooperative

arrangements with other labels, primarily exemplified by the rapidly selling

Luis Enrique and Eddie Santiago compilation, Los Prfncipes de la Salsa, featur-

ing a previously unreleased song by Luis E. ("Amiga"). Not available for

details yet is the information on two star-studded compilations in association

with BMG/Ariola, which will release the first package, followed by CBS.

This seems to be the unwritten and conclusive managerial policy within CBS
Discos: It's better to be a King Kong with friends than a big-time gorilla with

paper strength.

SALPICOS Y MOR DISCOS: Bringing to memory a recent piece on how the

Chart Position Purchasers urinated on themselves, a CPP warning is hereby

issued on this week's Puerto Rico charts to Casa Noel from Ponce. Its bestowing
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i PA LA CALLE(Combo) BONNY CEPEDA

2 VEINTE A~f)0S(WEA Latina) LUIS MIGUEL

3 BURBUJAS DE AMOR(Karen) . . . . J.L. GUERRA Y GRUPO 4-40

4 CONLAMUSICAPORDENTRO(MPi) NINOSEGARRA

5 IMAGENESicbs Discos) LOURDES ROBLES

6 999 RAZONES(Capitol/EMI-Latin) PANDORA

7 QUIEN COMO TU(CBS Discos) ANA GABRIEL

8 UNA HISTORIA IMPORTANTE(Globo Records) WILKINS

9 UN TOQUE DE MISTERIO(TH/Rodven) RICARDO MONTANER

10 QUIERO AMANECER CON ALGUIEN(CEL) . . DANIELA ROMO

11 SI TU QUIERES BAILAR(WEA Latina) JULIAN

12 EL CANTINEROfTTH Records) LA PATRULLA15

13 CUANDO YO AMO(Sonotone) RUDY LA SCALA

14 SEfJALES DE VIDA(CBS Discos) LUIS ANGEL

15 LO MiO ES AMOR(RMM/CBS Discos) TONY VEGA

16 APAGA Y VAMONOS(Bronco) JOSE MEDINA

17 LOS PRINCIPES DE LA SALSA(CBS) . LUIS ENRIQUE/EDDIE SANTIAGO

18 FUERA DE SERIE(Karen) LOS HERMANOS ROSARIO

19 EL PRIMERO(Capitol/EMI-Latin) JUAN M. LEBRON

20 MAR!ANELA(CBS Discos) MAR1ANELA

the top positions to the same label in its Tropical and Pop reports is more than

a clear-warning cheating signal, it's a blatant disregard to the canons of honesty

a statistical reporter's conscience ought to have.

For the sake of journalistic and statistical integrity, please be advised that the

island's top purchasing distributor did not include any of Casa Noel's top ranks

in its top 20 report.

My educated Afro-Cuban guestimate is that if similar strict analysis had been
conducted on other regions' industry chart reporters, the same artists from the

same label would have been CPP'ed pervasively.

Pictured (l-r) Rafael Cuevas, Director of Operations, CBS Discos Interna-

tional, Puerto Rico; George Zamora, Vice-President, Marketing; Angel Car-

rasoco, Vice-President, A&R; Al Zamora, Direcotr of National Promotion;
Ivan Duran, Artist Manager and attorney. Seated (l-r) Frank Welzer, Presi-

dent, CBS Discos International; Gilberto Santarrosa and his wife Nelida

Santarrosa.


